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a b s t r a c t . In thi.s piper the two model.'! of Jupiter’s atmosphere, vt., adiabatic and 
v.thertml, have hecn con.sidered. The varialiility of llie period oi rotation of the atmosphere 
.Icpendinfi’on th( latitude and tlic variation ot gravity have both been taken into aeeount. 
The datum level of Jupiter is the effective radiating and absorbing layer ■ probably a cloud 
laver -at a certain height in the atmosphere It has the ob.scrved temperature of 150” Absolute.'Die authors have investigated the relation between pre.ssure and density at any depth belo.v
th.' datum level and at any height above the datum level, in each of the two ea.sc.s, vt.. (i) when 
Die atmosphere eon.si.sts of meth.iiie only, and (2) when it con.sists of a mixture of one part 
of tnethane and six parts of hydrogen- Rveii taking the atmosphere to be in adiabatic 
condition below the datum level and in isothermal condition above the d.ituin level the authors 
have found th.it the total thickness of the atmospheric layer cannot, in any ease exceed igcH. 
kms., aiul possibly it is below 1300 kms.
Before 1 9 2 3 ,  it was widely believed that the four great planets were very 
hot aud that a large fraction of their volume was occupied by gas. In 1923 
and T924 H. Jeffries' investigated the physical constitution of the outer 
planets and suggested that they were cold. This conclusion was subsequently 
corroborated by observation which indicated a surface tenipeiature of 150 
absolute, for Jupiter. In a subsequent paper he further suggested that Jhe 
Jupiter was formed of a rocky core covered by a thick layer of ice and that there 
was an atmosphere of more than 6000 kilometres in depth surrounding this icy 
layer. In 1934, Wildt  ^ showed that an extensive atmosphere surrounding the 
surface of Jupiter will involve great density which makes it highly iuiprobabfe 
that such an atmosphere exists there. Wildt gave 600 kilometres as the maximum 
depth that may possibly be attained by isothermal hydrogen atmosphere obeying 
gas laws.
In 1937, M, Peek’ investigated the physical state of Jupiter’s atmosphere. 
He found even smaller values for the maximum depth for the atmosphere than 
was indicated by Wildt.
The datum level of Jupiter is not the planet’s solid surface, but it is the
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and absorbing: layera- r . r M h r '  mt u.s.u..,s probably a cloud h y c r -a t  a certan,
eUcctiVL . ■  ^ i^y^i docs not rotate as a rigid body ; on
a T o t l l "  l Z . i ‘ it is obscrvcl tIM the period of roUtiop depends npon II,e 
I tirade Peettolohe-nlheoteervedtcraperottire of .50" Ataotote to te the 
ten.ifraturc of the d a tu m  l e v e l  lie  bas taken three models for JupUers 
iiimospherc, v/~., (i) the adiabatic, (2) the isotliernial, and (.3) a cojiipromise in 
wliicli a il eiiipirical relalion is assumed between tlie depth and the lapse rate of | 
empceraluiv. In the first two cases for the i)Liri)ose of iiiiinerical cvahiatiou he has \ 
rcated tlic atinos])liere as thoii^ »h it was entirely composed of methane. In 
the third case not only he took methane in the uiimixed state, but also in two 
nixed states with two dificrciit proportions of hydrogen. lie  investigated the 
■ clatiojis between pressure, depth and density only at ]>uints below the datum 
level and not uinvards in the atmosphere external to the datum level. He 
found that at a dei)th 25 kilometies below the datum level, atmosphere would 
l)i'obably become unrecognisable as such by tlie meteorologists.
In his investigation Peek has not considered the variability of the period 
of rotation of Tupitci'’s atmosphere. From observations of the spots near the 
pole the period is found to lie al)out g'' 55'" while for the cipiatorial spots it is 
about 9* 50"*. It appears that there is a sort of relative motion or general 
circulation in Jupiter’s atmosphere. No satisfactory reason can be given for this 
relative motion as the theory of general circulation of the atmosphere is vStill 
very imperfect.
We have assumed the following formula for angular velocity at any ])oint 
in the planet's atmosphere :
/ \d
I jsiiP  0 ( i )
where r is the distance of the point from centre of Jupiter and 0  is the colati- 
tude of the place. Here w,, is the angular velocity at points,_whcre ^==0 and 
R is the radius 01 the equatorial section of the datum level which is tlie 
stiatum of the atmosphere that gives rise to the observed tempeiaturc 150*" 
Absolute, and cij and a,| are numerical constants. It may be mentioned here 
that spectroscopic obseivations show that there is an equivalent atmosphere of 
one mile of methane and ten metres of ammonia at normal temperature anti 
pressure above the visible photograjihic surface wliicli we may take up as the datum 
level. The pressure at this level is calculated to l)e 0-335 atmosphere (earth's).
home explanation seems io be necessary for the aSvSumption of the above 
formula for the angular velocity. If the axis of is the axis of rotation, wc 
havL the followii'.g equation foi relative equilibrium :
-h yc/y) — V + 4  I -hy^), (2
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where V is the potential of the extraneous forces. In ouier that this equation 
may be integrable we must have a functional relation between P and and 
between to and 4-3''*^ , be., r sin
We have to choose positive powers of r sin in order that <o may not become 
hihiiite when <9-0. It will b e  seen later on that a. is ncgaliye, and numerically 
greater than consequently within the atmosphere whose depth is small com­
pared to the planet’s radius, to decreavSes as r increases along a radial line.
We have taken account of variation of gravity which was neglected by Peek. 
We have considered two models, (i) adiabatic, (2) isothermal. We have investi­
gated the relation between pressure and density at any depth below the datum 
level and at any height above the datum level, in each of the two cases, viz., 
(1) when the atiiiusjdiere consists of methane only, and (2) when it consists 
of a mixture of hydrogen and methane. We have calculated the possible 
maximum depth of the atmosidiere below the datum level and also its possible 
maximum height above the datum level. The density at the outer boundary 
of the atmosphere is taken to be the intev-stellar density,"' viz., to"^'’ e.g.s. 
units, and the density at the inner Ixmndary of the atmosphere is taken to be 
the density of solid ammonia, riz., o'Sz e.g.s. units, to allow for maximum 
p()ssil)le dej)ths. Alternative calculations have also been made by taking the 
density at the inner l)uundary to be tluit of solid methane, i.c., o’42 e.g.s. 
units in the first case and to be that of solid state of mixture, / . c . ,  cj 27 e.g.s. 
units in the second case.
For the period of rotation in different regions vve have taken the following 
data for the year 1928, from two papers publLslied by A. vStanley Williams in 
1934, the data for lalei years being not available :—




cy 50'" ig '2 ' 
9" 55" 22'6' 
cy^55" 9-8-
Z"S to i6\S 8"vS
27°vS to 37"S 32^S
3 7 ”S to 55°vS l^6\S
From the three rotational periods we calculate three values for w which are 
assumed to hold at the ineaii latitudes of the three regions. 1 hese values are 
now substituted ill formula (i). W e  thus get three equations which determiucii 
the values of an, and a>o :
a n = -  ‘06776 (numerical factor)
+ ’05819 ( II
(3 )
to radians per sec.
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( )ur fiiiulaiiioilal cfiuatioiis ' of relative equilibrium are







Here » is the radial distance and /i =  cos 6, where 0 is the polar angle, and V 
is the gravitational potential due to Jupiter’s mass, and «> the angular velocity at 
any point of the atmosphere.
Taking Jupiter to be an oblate spheroid we find the expression for the gravi-
lalional potential  ^ to be
/  Re
1 3 5 '[ r J  5 ' 7 ■ V '“^
where M is the mass of Jupiter, (j  the universal gravitation constant, R the semi- 
equatorial diameter, c the eccentricity of the Jupiter. Taking the semi-equatorial 
and semi-iiolar diameters of Jupiter ” to be 71370 and 66620 kilometres respec­
tively we find e ' t o  be T2S7 and thus neglecting terms inside the bracket con­
taining c*"' (which is of the order ’oooi) and higher powers of c, we get




Wc may remark here that as the extraneous forces are derived from a poten­
tial function, the equi-density surfaces are also ecfui-pressure and equi-temperaturc 
surfaces.
I. I 8 O T H n: R M A Iv C A S  K
I. We shall now consider the isothermal model. In this case
P =  - p =  Kp where K = - (
V  .  / "
where ^ is the universal gas constant and its value is 8'26 x 10^ e.g.s. units. T  is 
taken to be 150"" Absolute which is the observed temperature for the datum 
level.
\2
Putting P “ K/> and w =  G>o I i + a;j ( ^  1 U -  +  a j  ~ j { j  -
in our equations of relative equilibrium (4), we get
k 0 p 
p d r
'" ( l- / i2 )2
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-  I ' 'fi Ofii 0 /4 i + aa ( "
Multiplyiug the first of these equations by 8t and the second by 8/t and then 
idding and integrating, we get
k log =  V  + o)§r®
Hi R
+ constant ... (7)
us the complete solution of the equations of relative equilibrium. The arbitrary 
xnistaiit can be eliminated by substituting the given conditions. In each case we 
diall only consider the variation of density along a definite radial line, lienee 
In evaluating the arbitrary constant we shall not change the value of 0 .
If when r=  j'n, we get from (5) and (7)
/v log “-=GM I t  H. J -  I H -  H I + ^  * .(Re)'* X
i ’ ' 0 1 5 (r-' rii j 5  7
i C
. a i  i i  
6 ■ R '
2 r  j ' 2 ' R" ) ’
H- _  1 ^ 1  b f! _  (l -h ^V ’ b  1 0 _  U^)
ID R«
(8)
We shall take Pq to be the density at the datum level which is assumed to 
be an equi-density surface for which the observed temperature is 150® Absolute 
and pressure is o’335 atmosphere (Kartli’s).  ^^
(A) We shall first take the atmosphere to consist of methane only—in this 
case p —i6 being the molecular weight for methane.
1. Equatorial Plane,—Let us first calculate here the density in the equa­
torial plane. In the equatorial plane and we shall take ro =  R (equatorial2
radius of Jupiter's surface) for datum level in this plane, for the sake of con­
venience in our calculations, since the error involved is of the order we are 
neglecting. We assume that the total height of Jupiter's atmosphere is small 
compared to its radius. For a point in the equatorial plane within the atmos­
phere at a radial distance 0 R  from the datum level we take r = R +  6 R .
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Neglecting
R
and higher powers of we get after simplifica­
tion, for the value of f> at ; =  R  + (SR in the equatorial plane from (5) and (7)






K I + a2 + fl'4
2
... <9)
We take P(, to be llic pressure at the datum level and its value is o '335 
atmosphere (Earth’s), as given by Peek. Now from the relation Po=K/io> where 
K = 7 /S X 10*^  c.g,s. units (in this case m =  16) and i atmosphere ”  is equal to 
1013600 dynes, and we iin J Pt, =  '000438 e.g.s. units.
We take the mass of Jupiter to be of Sun’s mass as given by
1047 4
Uussell.'  ^ Now vSim’s mass is  ^'9S5 x 10  ^ grammes as given by Eddington. ‘ 
Thus Jupiter’s mass is found to be i ' 8 q 6  x  1 0  '*’ grammes.
Here ('. is the universal gravitation constant and is equal to 8'66 x lo"'^ e g.s. 
units. Now foi calculating the height of the outer boundarj^ of the atmosphere 
we i»ut /'= lo"'"*'* e.g.s. units, which is known to be the inter-stellar density. *Then 
our equation becomes, on sulistitutiiig the numerical values,
•22'64
fiR X (— I'ojot) / ., ^
i.S= ~ r ■ (e.g.s. units)
TO
which gives tlie value of f5R  =  74'47 x lo ’’ cms. =  74'47 kilometres.
Now for finding the de))th of the atmosphere below tlie datum level, we 
take i> to be the density of solid ammonia which is o'Se (e.g.s units) in order to 
allow for the maximum possible depth. Then substituting the numerical values 
as before we get
3 .2 7 2 3 = -  -  X «R
10
which gives ^R= - io '7 6  x lo'  ^ cms.
The negative sign stands for the depth which comes out to be io'76 kilo­
metres.
Next taking p to be the deiisily of .solid methane, i-e-, o '42 e.g.s units, we 
get y'Si kilometres aS the dejilh.
(h) Colatitude 0=^0°■
We shall now calculate the density at any point in the radial line for which 
(1 =  30°. As before we .shall calculate the radial height of the atmosphere above 
the datum level, for which /*=po, and also the dei)th of the atmosphere below this 
point along the radius. Here also for the sake of convenience in our calculations
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^ ,^(.,,utTo =  ri, for the tlatum level, where rj is the radial distance from the 
centre of Jupiter of the point on its surface for which  ^=  30°, the error beiug 
of the order we are neglecting. For a point in the radial line  ^=  30 within 
the atniosidierc at a distance «ti from the datum level we take r =  r, + 8r,.
Putting r = r i+ 8 r i  and  ^=  30“ in formula (7) and neglecting j
ami higlier powers of f \  we get
/ Sr,
K \  r,
'I'lie values of 7, Pg and P4 are found to I)C
7| =(i ’/ j2  X lo'* nils. 
1*2
p4 - ’o >25
(10)
( ir)
vSuhstitutiiig the numerical values from (3) and (ii) and putting p--io  
(e.g-s units) for the outer boundary of the atmosiiherc, we have
— 22'64i s =^—  ^ (e.g.s. units)
10
22 6 ,115x 10  X to'’ cms.
3'2678
=  69’28 kins.
the height conies out to lie 6y’aH kins. Similarly jiutting p — o 82 foi 
the inner boundary we get, for the depth of the atmosphere.
3.2723=  ^ 2 6 7 8 x ^ 1 (e.g.s. units)
10"
3:2723_ ^  X io<’ cms.
-  3‘2678
=  — ro'oi kins.
Therefore the depth is lo ’oi kilometies.
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Again taking /> =  o'42, density of solid methane we get the eejuatiou
. ,, - 3’2678xfiri2 9817=  - ----
10"
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or Srj =  — g 'i2  X lo"* cms. — —y*i2 knis.
i.i\f the clci>th is 91:? kms.
(B) Next let us suppose the atmosphere to consist of a mixture of 1 part of 
methane and 6 i>arls of hydrogen.
In this case the value of /x becomes 4 instead of t6. We substitute the new 
value of // in our equations and ])roceed as before.
(?) Equaloiial Plane.—In the equatorial plane, the height of the atmos­
phere above the datum level is found to be 297‘88 kms. Tlie dej)th below the 
datum level is found to l)c 43'04 kilometres, if the density of inner boundary is 
taken to be o'Sa, ?.c., the density of solid ammonia.
Next if we take the density of the inner boundary to be the density of solid 
stale of mixture, ?.c., 0*27- we lind the depth to be 3b'77 kilometres. ^
(//■) Colaiitudc 0 =  ^0"".—Considering the extent of atmosphere in the radial 
line ^^"=30", and proceeding as before, we find tliat the height of the atmosphere 
above the datum level is 277'12 kilometres and the depth below the datum level 
is 40 04 kms., if we take the density of the inner boundary to be the density of 
solid ammonia.
Again if we take the density of the inner boundary to be the density of solid 
state of the mixture, /.e., o'27, then we find the depth to be 34’ i5 kilometres.
II. A D I A B ./V T I C M O D B h
(C) In considering the adiabatic model also, we shall first assume that the 
atmosphere consists of methane alone. The relation between pressure and density 
in this case is
where j  P ’ ""' ;
here y denotes the ratio of specific heats. We shall put y =  i  + p .  P'or niethaia
/X = 16  and now taking as before the value for the ])ressure Po at the datum level 
in the equatorial plane, to b e ’335 atmosphere (Earth’s) and T = i5 o ‘’ Absolute, 
and substituting numerical values in (12), we find that K 3 =  7 ‘884 x lo'* 
e.g.s. units.
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ANawpiiUiii}- I’ -K a/i in the fuiidaiiiciital equations (4) and iiilegra-
as l)C‘lL)rf , \vc
K..(A + i)/-'^=
r
3 . P . [ R f \ + 3 lU [ J k .  
3 3 \  > 3 ‘ 7 A r
+ u.gr^
A " ' *  * A ■ ' - ' “ ■I k )
+ constant ... (13)
As bjfoiv till* constant can be evaluated for a definite radial line from the 
-iven conditions. In this case the right hand side of equation (8) remains tlie
/ > M
siiiij and i'(n-the left-liand side we shall have A’.j fi+A )L)  ^ ) instead of
\
A’ loe
</) lu]ua{oiiaJ I l^cuic.—Wc sliall lirst find the extent of the atinosplieie in 
the e(j\uu>ri‘il plane. Putting
= J'o-R, 0=-- ncl r ~ I\  + M\
and pioceedirig exactly as in the isothermal case, we get
7-0 V  - 23'5
On substituting the values of K2 and A, we get
/ h 1
.AK^l I + ^  )[ ~Po  ^ -  23* 6 X 10^ X ;iR.
1 T
'06896.
For finding the height of the outer lioundaiy, wc put (e.g.s. units),
that |//  ^ =  '09828 (e.g.s. units), and the height is given by
-59--—- - jp ” = i4' 25  X io-'’cnis = i4'25 knis. Again for linding the dci)th 
'06896
of the atmosphere below the datum level, we first put p — o'Sz, which gives
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cnis.^"'843<S so that the ~  " = i2 2 ‘4><io''
=  122 ’4 kins.
Next taking i> to be density of solid methane o'42 vvo find that 
^ = '6726 (c.g .s. units) so that the d ep th !-SR ) comes out to be
97'54 kms.
(ii) Colatiludc 6 =  ^q ‘^ .—Next let us find the extent of atmesphere in 
colatitude 0 =  ^o°. Proceeding exactly as in the isothermal case and substituting
the values of and A we get ^ r= — 3 where S? j has the
same meaning as before.
Putting/)=io~^'* e.g.s. units, for the height of the outer boundary, we get 
firi =  ^  09S2& =  13-26 X 10^ cms. = i3 '2 6 k n is .
07413
Similarly putting /I =  o '8 2  for the density of the inner boundary, we g 't . 
for the depth below the datum level.
10*'X ’8438 ■  ^ - 1— 0) j =  —  — =  1 1 3 9 x 1 0  cms. = 1 13  9 kins.
■ 0741.3
Again putting p =  o'42 for the density of the inner boundary we find the 
depth below the datum level to be 90^74 kms.
(D) Next let us consider the case of the atmosphere consisting of a 
mixture of i  part of methane and 6 parts of hydrogen. In this case the value of
u =  4 and i + ^ - = i ’4. Consequently A = .
A 2
With these new values for n and A we find that value of K2 in this case is 
T'lqi X 10^’ (e.g.s. units).
(ij Equatorial Plane.—Our equation giving the density in the equatoiial 
plane remains the same in form as in C (i) except that the values of K  ., and A will 
be changed, and we get
K 2 ( i + A )(//  -p o ^  ) = - 2 3 ‘5 6 ><io“ x 8R
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Substituting the numerical values of Ko and A, and putting c.g.s.
units, we get, for the height of th • atmosphere above the datum 
level,
SR =  = 8 'oiq X lo'* cms. =  8o'i9 kms.
5657
Similarly for the depth below the datum level- we get
j , ,  X 1 0 ” ^  7 - 1-rtR =  -  ^ ...1------- =  75 53 X 10 ' cms. = 15  53 kms.
5657
l)_v taking p =  o’82 (c.g.s. units) at the inner boundary.
Next putting the density at the inner boundary to be o'27 (c.g.s. units), i.c., 
11 le density of solid state of the mixture, we get — SR =  — ------ — gby'^ kms,
■ 5^57
as the depth below the datum level.
[ii) Cohilitude 6^ =  30^.—v S im ila r ly  we can find the density at any point in the 
radial line =  by proceediui^ exactly in the same way as in the isothermal 
case. We get
Ka(j t A ) ( /  ]:= 5^'.13 io ‘^  8R ;
iibsUluling for Kg a’’ *! we gcti f>^  —po
•^08 X «R 
10«
Putting p =  io"***‘ (c.g.s. units), we get for the height of the atmosphere above 
* s
tbe datum level, 8r =  =  74 50  ^ lo'* cnis. =  74’59 kms.
608
vSimilarly putting p = o ‘S2 (c.g.s. units) for the density of the inner boundary,
'.ve get - 8 R = - ^ r ^ - — - =  I4'45 x 10 ’  ^ eras. =  1445 kms. as the depth) below the 
'6o8
datum level.
Again putting p =  o‘27 (c.g.s. units) for the density of the inner boundary we
;et - 8 R =  547^=8qq'7 kms. as the depth below the datum level.
•608
S4 ..............■
T ajh.k  1
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fJei^ dil in Ivins, abow' 1 !jv daliini k \'e1 7-)''17 09" jS
I
1 13'26
Dejilli in Kins I^ elow IJie riatnin level, 
taking the densilv at tlie inner boundary 




])cj)lh ill kins hek an the datum leveh 
taking the densil \ at the inner boundary 
l(i III! tliat of solid anniK^ nia*
3O‘70 TO’OI 113’';/ 
----#
T aiii.u ]]
Aliiiuspliere coiisisling ni a mixUue of j jirut (f Met];;
Llydiogeu










Height in kins, above tlie datum level 2o7'.S.S .177 13 Scric; 7 '^39
Depth in kms- helo\\ the datum level, 
taking the density at the inner hniindary 
to he tliat of solid state of mijvtnie.
at)‘71 3-1'kS L)6y’4 Secy;
Depth in kives below the datum level) 
lakin^  ^ the densih' at the itnier hinmdary 
to be that of solid ammonia.*
1^3'‘M .^ 0 U.| 5^5.3 MAS----  ..— ----  ---  ---- - ----- — ______ ____ ____________ _ ________ _ , j-
Assuming the atmosphere to consist of a mixture of i part of methane and 
6 parts of liydrogeii, the probable thickness of the atmosphere in the equatorial 
plane aopeais lolu' alonl 334 kms. under isotheiiijal cuiiditioii and 1050 km.s.
Juahuv.’ (ijr uiaxuiumi possiMc drpllis \w‘ liavt* alsn ealculaled thciu hy assuming 
ikUMly a( lliL'imu r boundaiy cd the atinosplicrc tu ))c that of solid ammonia) alUiough oJih 
Iracc'S of amiituiiiu are revealed by llx’ s])eetroseope.
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inidcr adiabatic condition. 1 'he datum level in Jupiter’s atinosplicre probably 
consists of a cloud layer as nieiitioued before ; so from analogy of terrestrial condi­
tions, it will not perbaj)S be unreasonable to assume tliat from the inner boundary 
(solid surface of Jupiter) of the atmos[)here to the datum level, the atmosphere is 
adiafiatic and from the datuiii level to the outer boundary of the atmosphere the 
atiiiosjjhLre is isothermal. With this Lisswnpiion tJjc total tliickiu'ss of Juj)iterhs 
atmnsj)licre uill be about J2o0 kilometres. This is quite a j)laiisible tigure. We 
cannot extend r)Ur terrestrial analogy too far and we have no evidence to sliou’ 
tlial there is any region in Jupiter’s atm()Si)here in which teiii])era1 ure steadily 
increases with height due to ionization.
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